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disclaimer
This document
Thi
d
t constitutes
tit t an analysis
l i with
ith a sett off
conceptual recommendations and rough designs only.
All dimensions
di
i
are rough
h and
d suggestions
ti
on materials,
t i l
species and installations are only general. For any of
th
these
recommendations
d ti
tto b
be adequately
d
t l applied
li d iin
order to produce an environment that was safe,
f nctional and satisf
functional
satisfying,
ing a ssubsequent
bseq ent site plan would
o ld
be necessary. Such a document would require designs at
various
ario s scales from 1:50 to 1:500 completed b
by a d
duly
l
qualified professional . The author of this document,
“Towards a Site Plan
Plan,”
” takes no responsibility for how
these ideas might be applied or for any future problems
that might be attributed to a subsequent site plan (or
lack of a site plan).

introduction
Dynamic families living on relatively small
parcels of land are increasingly turning to
design processes, based on principles
l off
landscape ecology and architecture,
architecture in order
to satisfy their personal needs while
minimizing maintenance costs, optimizing
property values and creating spaces of
fascination and inspiration.

These highly personalized needs and desires
often
f
pressurize design
d
processes to the
h
point of neglect of site assessment and
analysis phases with the conversations and
di l
dialogues
so often
ft necessary for
f the
th
development
d
p
of satisfying,
a y g, innovative
a
and
a d
elegant designs.

This report, and the accompanying graphic
presentation off the
h same title,
l is part off an
such a conversation between residents and a
professional to minimize the needs for
major
j interventions
i t
ti
(and
( d costs)
t ) while
hil
beginning
g
g to respond
p d the range
a g of current
and emerging needs of individuals in a
gr ing family in the
growing
th context
nt t off a rural
r ral but
b t
rapidly
p y suburbanizing
g neighbourhood.
g

This report is based on a six day visit in
February
b
2004 – in decidedly
d d dl late
l
winter
weather. In these two documents, this
author first defines an approach to the
l d
landscape
architecture
hit t
for
f residential
id ti l
pproperties
p
that
a is better g
grounded
d d in
principles of both ecological management
and socially responsive design than has been
much of g
garden design
g and ‘ppaysagism
y g ’.

After defining a kind of process-based
l d
landscape
architecture
ht t
for
f residential
d t l
pproperties,
pe tie , I described
de ibed the site
ite and compile
mpi e a
list of programme elements derived from
conversations
ti
in
i February
F b
off 2004.
2004

I then identify some unsatisfied needs and
d
designs
and
d current and
d prospective
problems – all of which warrant further
monitoring and probably intervention that
would
ld probably
b bl involve
i
l new practices
ti and
d
even d
designs.
g Following
g this discussion
d
are
a
a set of conceptual designs that respond to
the spatial issues previously identified.
identified

Since the approach employed in this report
d
de-emphasizes
h
a static design,
d
I complete
l
this discussion with a ‘landscape
landscape plan
plan’ of
recommended interventions that could be
executed
t d as the
th needs
d became
b
more
apparent,, and
appa
a d the time and
a d funds
d were
available, over the next five to eight years.

process-based
p
e ba ed landscape
and ape aarchitecture
hite t e
SSimply
l put,
t process-based
b d landscape
l d
architecture is often more focused on
ecosystem management than production
off garden
d d
designs.
i
Modern
M d
llandscape
d
design
g has tended to be preoccupied
p
p with
communicating relatively static solutions
through plans with hard-edged
hard edged lines.
lines

While the simple garden design is often the
currency that
h provides
d the
h basis
b
for
f the
h
livelihood of a few landscape professionals,
broader understandings of local ecosystems
and
d th
the needs
d off particular
ti l social
i l groups are
often neglected
g
d and
a d even obscured.
d Many
a y of
the solutions embodied in conventional
garden designs provide satisfactory solutions
for clients for less than a decade – and
involve installation and management costs
that are not always justifiable over time.
time

While bold interventions are sometimes
necessary, process-based landscape
architecture focuses on first observing ‘what
what
works’ and what does not function so
satisfactorily
f
l to then
h intervene sparingly
l in
ways that support, rather than obstruct, key
natural and cultural relationships.

In considering some principles in
d l
development
off a landscape
l d
plan
l for
f The
h
Chalet Corbeau Property, some broader
processes become apparent.
The (sub)urbanization
a a
of the aareaa is
leading to fragmentation of both field and
woodland – the matrix of the traditional
landscape.
p Maintaining
g this matrix is key
y
for both wildlife and local forms of habitat
and for privacy.
privacy

Climate change, or perhaps more correctly
greater
t iinstability,
t bilit could
ld h
have make
k
pproposals
p
more d
difficult to implement
p
as
with tree planting in drought years.
While food pproduction in the area is on
the decline, some aspects of lowmaintenance agriculture,
agriculture emphasizing
perennials and often referred to as
‘permaculture’,
l
could
l provide the
h most
cost-effective
cost
effective means of satisfying a range
of needs for use of the property.

There is a rather unpredictable availability
off skilled
k ll d labour
l b
which
h h makes
k any major
intervention risky and even more expensive
than in original estimates.

With these broader relationships in mind,
some basic
b
principles
l emerge for
f a processbased landscape design that responds to the
needs of a growing family on a relatively
small
ll parcell off lland,
d contributes
t ib t to
t the
th
resilience of local
a ecosystems
y
and
a d culture,,
and is comparatively cheaper than
consumeristic and higher-impact
higher impact approaches
to residential gardens.
g

‘stay connected to the local landscape’
Maintenance, restoration,
Maintenance
restoration and replication
replication,
of the rural landscape pattern of fields
b
bounded
d d by
b d
deciduous
d
hedges
h d
(with
( h
streams edged with riparian ‘hedges’)
hedges ) are
significant contributors to protection of
h bit t and
habitat
d village
ill
character.
h
t

‘only plant native and traditional species’
Native and already established species are
preferable, less risky and will involve lower
l l off llabour
levels
b
and
d iinputt over the
th longl
term.

‘

choose low maintenance solutions’

Solutions that minimize long-term
long term
requirements for labour, energy input, and
hi hl specialized
highly
i li d skills
kill are preferable
f bl in
i
such a landscape
a d ap increasingly
a g y dominated
d
a d by
y
workers in an information-base economy.
There is great pressure in such Ph.D.Ph D
ppeasant landscapes
p for technical fixes and
consumer-based band-aids that cannot
substitute for elegant solutions,
solutions
minimalism, and local knowledge.

‘minimize material and energy transfers’
Where labour is in short supply and
expensive, it is worthwhile keeping material,
such
h as twigs and
d cuttings, on-site and
d
minimizing material input. Even the
regionally produced compost is of dubious
quality
lit and
d ongoing
i iinputt and
d output
t t
would
d require
q
more labour than is currently
y
available.

‘minimize imported garden fixtures’
The lot is small and the paraphernalia of two
children and two adults could easily clutter
th property
the
t tto th
the point
i t off di
diminishing
i i hi
ppotentials
a for its use. As pa
part of a strategy
a gy
for clutter management, it is worthwhile
celebrating the relatively austere local
landscape
p vernacular rather than in relying
y g
on imported garden products.

site overview
In analyzing the parcel
parcel, a number of
functional spaces become evident.

the upper end
At the highest corner of the parcel, the area
above the driveway
driveway, extending from rue
Francois Estier to the far side of the
house, comprises ‘the upper end’.

the north-eastern, back
corner
The north-eastern, back
corner extends from the
back of Chalet Corbeau
to the fences with both
the
h property above this
h
parcel and that to the
east. This zone extends
t th
to
the ditch.
dt h

the field below the driveway
y
The field below the driveway extends from
rue Francois Estier to the far side of
Chalet Corbeau and to where the hollow
begins (which includes the ditch).
ditch)

the south-west corner
The south-west corner is the low,
low swampy
area that comprises a rough
parallelogramme
ll l
bounded
b
d d on its western
and southern sides by the voie
communale and by the gentle rise on the
north
th and
d eastt sides
id within
ithi the
th property.
t

the field along
g the lane
The fi
Th
field
ld along
al g the
th la
lane extends
t d from
fr m the
th
south side of the pproperty
p y to the rise
above the south side of the ditch.

the ditch
The hollow along the ditch
ditch, what might be
simply conceived of as ‘the ditch’, is
something off the spine that organizes the
property.
property

Today, the upper end supports three key
f
functions
for
f the
h household:
h
h ld as the
h main
gate to the property, as an entrance to the
poorly used front door, and as a visual
b i for
barrier
f th
the adjacent
dj
t house
h
on the
th
neighbouring
g
g lot. The area
a a along
a g rue
Francois Estier is exposed while much of the
space along the fence is wooded and dark.
dark
While the driveway
y is adequate
q
and can fit
several small cars, the walkway to the front
door is relatively narrow.
narrow

The north-eastern, back corner currently
supports a large
l
lawn,
l
some garden
d plots,
l
and a utility area along the east side of
Chalet Corbeau. This area is bounded by a
f
fence
with
ith vegetation
t ti on its
it north
th side
id and
d
a fence with little vegetation
g a
on east
a side
d of
the property.

The field below the driveway has a muchloved fruit
f
tree with the swing adjacent to
the driveway
driveway, lawn,
lawn vegetation near rue
Francois Estier, and lawn with other fruit
trees.

The south-west corner contains the lower
part off the ditch with wetland, trees
associated with wetter soils
soils, field
field, fruit trees
and a fence with vegetation.

The field along the lane contacts fruit trees,
l
lawn,
the
h kennell building
b l
with
h an adjacent
fenced yard,
yard and the shed. This area is
bounded by part of the fence with the
property
t to
t th
the east.
t

On this property, the ditch begins at the
f
fence
with
h the
h property to the
h east and
d
continues to the wetland in the southeast
corner of the property. Along the ditch are
volunteer
l t
willow
ill
seedlings
dli
as well
ll as some
pplanted
a d trees.

In considering obvious problems or hazards,
a few
f issues are evident.
d
In the upper end, the walkway to the front
d
door
off th
the h
house iis ttoo narrow for
f much
h
more foot traffic.
a

The north-eastern, back corner is a bit too
d k for
dark
f most vegetables.
bl Without
h
much
h
vegetation along the fence, the visual
contact with the house on the property to
th eastt iis rather
the
th obtrusive
bt i and
d hinders
hi d
p a y
privacy.

The field below the driveway is where
many outdoor
d
activities are concentrated
d
with much of the rest of the yard relatively
under-used.

The south-west corner is useful for habitat
and
d as a visuall barrier
b
at an increasingly
l busy
b
corner. But these functions are presently
under-developed.

The field along the lane supports some of
the best conditions for
f gardening and is
dominated by a large kennel and underused shed.

The b
Th
bright
i ht colour
l
off th
the k
kennell does
d
nott
relate
a to aany
y of the other colours of
adjacent buildings, nor local traditions,
and is a bit obtrusive.
obtrusive

The ditch effectively divides the property,
bl k the
blocks
th flow
fl
off activities,
ti iti and
d keeps
k
the
th
lower half relatively
y under-used.
d
d The
fencing above the fence, while necessary
until there are no children under 4 years
old, compounds
p
the blockage
g in access to
the other half of the property.

(the)

programme
In exploring the outdoor needs for the
property of a growing household, a
number
b off individuals
d d l and
d groups are
evident – all of whom whose needs
warrant being anticipated and satisfied in
a plan
l and
d subsequent
b
t design.
d i

(resident) children
one female born in 2002
one children to be born
born, insy
insy’allah
allah, in 2004
(ongoing) adults
l
• one adult woman and mother (resident)
• one adult male and father (resident)
• one adult
d lt childcare
h ld
assistant
t t ((currently
tl a
woman
an and pprobably
a y continuing
n n ng to be a
woman) (non-resident)
• part-time
part ti
iinstructors
tr t r

guests
• adults, children (and dogs)
• day visitors
• overnight guests
• visiting professionals
f
l
dogs
• one St
St. B
Bernard
d canine
i ((extraordinaire)
t
di i )
(resident)
d
• visiting dogs of various sizes and
temperaments

Based on informal conversations in February
2004, the
h following
f ll
functions
f
are
intended for the outdoor spaces of The
Chalet Corbeau Property:
• recreation
ti (for
(f humans
h
and
dd
dogs))
including
d g
• swinging (children),
• sand box (children with some adult
interaction),
• running,
• playing games (especially croquet
tournaments),

•whimsy, fascination and exploration,
•shade
h d and
d rain protection for
f resting
and contemplation;
•health, safety and security (especially
f children);
for
hild )

• a shift of some indoor activities to the
outdoor structures as the activities off the
children expand (with an accompanying
increase in movement across the
property).
)
• part
part-time
time housing for resident dog (the
kennel);
• maintenance
i t
and
d enhancement
h
t off privacy
i
aand
d security;
y;

•contributing to the maintenance of the
rural and village character off the
neighbourhood;
•contributing to the maintenance and
restoration off llocall h
habitat;
b
and
d
•maintenance
maintenance and enhancement of food
production and the traditional agricultural
l d
landscape.

advantageous new practices & design
interventions
In evaluating the current situation at The
Chalet
h l Corbeau Property in terms off the
h
goals embodied in the programme
programme, some
gaps become evident that could form the
b
basis
for
f new developments
d l
t and
d practices
t
that could
d be coordinated
dinated through
th gh a site
ite
plan.

The most serious pproblem for the pproperty,
p y
that is an obstacle to most of the functions
outlined above
above, is blockage to circulation
circulation.
The ditch and the grade already cut the
property into two halves
h l
and the
h lower
l
half
h lf
is effectively half again between the lower
wetland area in the south-east corner and
the
h field
f ld to the
h east.

Unless the property were better linked,
especially for
f the requirements off toddlers
and older children,
children the potentials for
enjoyment of much of the property will be
l
limited.
d And
d this
h could
ld be
b frustrating
f
as
children get older.

Some possible design solutions that could
unify
f the
h property could
l involve
l a minimall
sort of patio that could link the south side
of Chalet Corbeau to the area adjacent to
th k
the
kennell and
d the
th shed
h d iin ways th
thatt llessen
the g
grade
ad and
a d the barrier
a
created
a d by
y the
ditch. The features of such a patio could
in l d the
include
th ffollowing:
ll ing
laying gravel comparable or finer than that
used in the driveway;

q
quarried
stone laid into the bed of the ditch
area that would make the grade shift more
gradual and direct surface water into shallow
rivulets thus minimizing obstacles to
movement between
b
Chalet
h l Corbeau
b
and the
h
area around the kennel and shed;

making the stones in the ditch a kind of
water feature
f
than could be combined with
a gazebo to create a series of outdoor
destinations for the warmer months; and
creating low-irrigation
l
b d off vegetables
beds
bl
and `English
English garden
garden’ flowering shrubs and
annuals.

Such a patio and reconstructed ditch, which
would be effectively
ff
at right-angles to each
other create a dynamic form within the
property.
Along with the patio and reconstructed
ditch to better organize use of the property
are the
th ffollowing
ll i solutions
l ti
to
t b
better
tt serve
specific
p
needs.
d

recreation (for humans and dogs)
• swinging
i i (children)
( hild ) – The
Th currentt
swing
g is for children
d
upp to the age
g of
two and half. Beyond that another type
of swing may be necessary – or to
move the current swing
g to another
tree. Later, a simple wooden swing
could be constructed for older children
and it might be better to put this on
one off the
h older
l
trees along
l
the
h lane.
l
• sand box (children with some adult
interaction) – The sandbox has just
b
t ll d 2004

running – The lawn areas, if they stay
uncluttered,
l
d will
ll work
k well
ll for
f running.
The short fence above the ditch could be
a bit hazardous for older children and
should
h ld best
b t be
b removed
d once children
hild
aare aabove the ag
age of 4 years.
y a
playing games (especially croquet
tournaments) – Again,
Again the current
situation in the y
yard is fine for playing
p y g
games and care must be taken that no
new initiatives effectively restrict the
spatial options for the croquet

Sites of whimsy, fascination and
exploration
l
are what
h the
h property is
most lacking at the current time – in
part because of the austere nature of the
village
ill
and
d rurall vernacular
l (which
( hi h is
i
worth reiterating
g and
d conserving).
g

In the conversations in February 2004, there
was interest
i t
t expressed
d in
i a maze, an
enhanced
d water feature,, and
d science and
d
experimentation sites. The maze could be
placed along the north-eastern
north eastern side of the
pproperty
p y – creating
g a badly
y needed visual
barrier with the adjacent property. Fixtures
such as a sun dial
dial, a platform of astronomy,
astronomy
and words and other text engraved into
stone might
h also
l be satisfying.
f
Reworking
the ditch as a more positive water feature was
also discussed.

•While there are a range of structures
on th
the property,
t some under-used,
d
d
there is need
d for shade
d and
d rain
protection for resting and
contemplation A gazebo was suggested
contemplation.
as was a pplayhouse.
y
To minimize clutter
on the site (and blockage to
movement) it may be worth combining
movement),
the gazebo and playhouse or turning the
shed
h into a playhouse
l h
for
f the
h 2005 –
2010 period.
period

Issues of health, safety and security
(especially for
f children) should remain
central to any new developments on the
property especially for the next 10 years.
There
h
remains too much
h visuall exposure
from the two public roads. Fortunately,
the fencing is secure. The water quality of
th dit
the
ditch
h has
h nott b
been ttested
t db
butt iis
pprobably
a y not a health
a pproblem.

However,, the water depths
d p of the ditch
d
in
the winter and the steepness of the edges
will remain a safety concern for the young
children for the next five y
years. The low
fencing above the ditch provide scant
protection and perhaps a false sense of
security from an accident.

Over the next ten years, there will a shift
off some indoor
d
activities to the
h outdoor
d
structures as the activities of the children
expand (with an accompanying increase
i movementt across the
in
th property).
t ) This
Thi
expansion
pa
into the yard
ya d could
d accelerate
a
a
if the study were moved into the
basement and the tools were moved into
the shed – or if the shed were used as
playhouse on a more permanent basis.

The part-time kennel for the resident dog is
on a key
k point on the
h property and it
may be worthwhile considering some
summer and garden uses for the western
h lf off the
half
th ffenced
d area.

Much of the vegetation on the west, south
and east sides off the
h property provides
inadequate visual obstruction for privacy
and security. Shoring up the vegetation
along
l
the
th ffences with
ith severall native
ti ttrees
aand
d shrubs,, most of which aare d
deciduous,
d
,
would make for more visual protection.
A maz
maze al
along
ng th
the n
north-eastern
rth ast rn edge
dg off
the pproperty
p y could consist of dense hedge
g
– either of conifers or an evergreen leafed
shrub.
shrub

This relatively
y small property
p p y is become
rapidly cluttered and detracting from the
relatively austere traditional vernacular of
fields and hedges.
g Shoring
g upp the
vegetation along the fences with several
native trees and shrubs
shrubs, most of which are
deciduous, would contribute to the
maintenance off the
h rurall and village
ll
character of neighbourhood.
neighbourhood

a example
an
a p of the current gaps
gap in the
hedges along the fences

the additional visual obstruction if a native
shrub
h
were planted
l
every meter and a
deciduous tree were planted every 3
meters along the fences

The major native habitat remaining on the
property is in the
h low-lying
l
l
southwest
h
corner. The digging of a second channel
would contribute to the wetland
character
h
t off th
the property
t and
d combined
bi d
with the pplanting
a
g of more native
a
vegetation along the fence would
contribute to the maintenance and
restoration of local habitat – particularly
p
y
wetland which is particularly vulnerable
in the current wave of surbanization.
surbanization

the current ditch in February of 2004

On the
O
th right
i ht iis the
th outline
tli in
i blue
bl off the
th currentt ditch
dit h as it fl
flows
into the extreme south-west corner of the property. The blue line
on the left illustrates the proposed
proposed, second ditch which would
create an island around the tree and contribute to restoration of
wetland.

There are number of ways that food
production
d
could
ld be
b easily
l maintained
d
and enhanced in this traditional
agricultural landscape including the
f ll i
following:
success in finally locating a dependable
local professional with the equipment
and tools to shape
p old and high
g trees
such as these;

moving all of the garden beds, except for the
rhubarb,
h b b from
f
the
th northeast
th t corner to
t the
th
area south of the kennel;;
selection of 5 to 10 spots for the planting of
new fruit trees with an emphasis
p
on selection
of traditional, local varieties; and
use of part of the shed or kennel for the care
off an animal,
l such
h as a goat or rabbits, as pets
and / or sources of food.
food

design
d
gn solutions
n
The ffollowing
Th
ll i design
d i recommendations,
d ti
arising
g from the study
y above, are based on
the probability of the basement being used
as an office as the current office is turned
into the bedroom for a second EnglandGrey. Secondly, the far
f shed could be then
be used for some of the gardening
equipment as well as for a play house.

The design solutions for this property are
f the
for
h following
f ll
improvements:
more shrubs and trees along the fences
bordering on the public road and lane;
create
t a patio
ti with
ith some garden
d beds
b d
combined
d with relocating
a g vegetable
g a beds
d
to a better site;
make the ditch safer and more attractive
with both a water feature and habitat
enhancement;

•create more space for outdoor shade and
relaxation
l
as in the
h form
f
off a gazebo
b that
h
enhances enjoyment of the ditch, patio and
water feature;
•provide
id a maze which
hi h supports
t sites
it for
f
study
dy and
a d fascination;
a
a
; aand
d
•create an area for swinging for when the
children are older.
older

In a sentence the recommended design
solutions for The Chalet Corbeau Property
centre on the following
g interventions:
• plant shrubs and trees along the fences
bordering on the public road and lane;
• design and create a patio with gravel and
English
l h garden beds
b
with
h relocated
l
vegetable beds intersecting;

•the upper two thirds of the ditch
reconstructed
d with
h stones (that
h would
ld
include a water feature) with an additional
channel dug for the lower third of the ditch;
•design
d i and
d construct
t t a gazebo
b linked
li k d to
t
the d
ditch,, patio
pa and
a d water
a feature;
a
;
•design and install a maze which includes or
is nearby a sun dial and / or an astronomy
pplatform; and
•build a stronger swing and install it in a
larger tree away from Chalet Corbeau.
Corbeau

The following are the recommended
concerns for
f the
th redesign:
d i
1. shrubs and
d trees along
g the fences with the
public roads;
2 patio with layout of gravel
2.patio
gravel, installation of
English
g
flower garden
g
beds, relocation of
the vegetable beds;
3 reconstruction of the ditch with
3.reconstruction
reconstruction of the top two thirds with
quarried stone, a water feature,
f
and
digging an additional channel for the lower
third of the ditch;

4.a gazebo linked to the patio and water
feature;
5.a maze providing a visual barrier with the
property to the east and linked with a sun
di l and
dial
d / or astronomy
t
platform;
l tf
and
d
6.aa stronger
g swing
g for older
d children
d
relocated to a tree further away from
Chal t Corbeau.
Chalet
C rb a

The following are the necessary
specifications,
ifi ti
design
d i alternatives,
lt
ti
and
d
ppractices that would
d provide
p
d the solutions
identified in the study above.
shrubs and trees along
g the fences with the
public roads – An initial practise is to
further tolerate and protect native
perennials when they establish themselves
– especially
ll in the
h southwest
h
corner off the
h
property along the ditch and along the
property,
fences.

A second ppractise is to deposit
p
material
from native trees, shrubs and grass in the
compost or along the fences
fences. Thirdly
Thirdly, tree
planting is necessary to maintain privacy as
the
h public
bl roads are increasingly
l travelled,
ll
to maintain landscape character and to
enhance habitat. The following planting
d
design
would
ld serve multiple
lt l purposes.
Choose 3 common
n (and one
n rarer)
a ) na
native
shrubs that currently grow in the hedges in
th ar
the
area.
a

Choose 2 native, deciduous trees that grow
in the area – one being the large oak
species in the area.
area
Choose 1 native conifer tree (the hemlock
is perhaps
h
the
h most hardy).
h d )
Alternative the following sequence of
planting with one of the following along
th ffence, iinside
the
id and
d outside,
t id att varying
i
distances
d
a
of upp to 1 meter inside
d and
a d half
a
a meter outside of the fence:

native deciduous tree 1
native shrub
h b1
native shrub 2
native shrub 3
native
ti deciduous
d id
tree
t
2
native
a
shrub 1
native shrub 2
native shrub 3
native conifer
native shrub 1
native shrub 2
native shrub 3

The function of the patio is to better link
the
h north
h and
d south
h sides
d off the
h property
and to lessen the safety risks and obstacles
to movement (especially to children)
posed
d by
b the
th dit
ditch.
h
The layout
ay
of the pa
patio can
a be
accomplished by digging out the grass
in a line between Chalet Corbeau
Corbeau, the
kennel and shed, creating
g an edge
g with
brick or stone and then laying higherquality pebble
quality,
pebble-type
type gravel.
gravel

This high q
quality gravel could then be
raked periodically – as in some traditional
Japanese and European gardens.
gardens

installation of English garden flower beds –
The pebble patio is intended to be austere –
as to not detract from the simple rural
vernacular of the field. However, one or two
spots off colour
l
would
ld create a counter
balance to the view of the beautiful house
while softening the ugly presence of the
k
kennel
l fencing.
f i

An ‘English garden’ flower bed is one that
requires minimall watering (especially
ll in
England), mixed perennials and annuals and
often emphasizes gravel around the
perennials
i l ((such
h gravell already
l d having
h i been
b
installed
a d in the outdoor
d
area
a a of the
kennel). Two rectangular beds could be
created with one occupying two-thirds
two thirds of
the outdoor area of the kennel (that should
be able to co-exist well with a St. Bernard
with only a very part-time
part time presence.
presence

The other rectangular bed would be
narrower and
d go around
d the
h north
h and
d
west side of the kennel fencing. Flowering
perennials with a history in the region,
i l di local
including
l l varieties,
i ti could
ld be
b planted.
l t d
The beds outside of the kennel could
involve herbs and edible species.
relocation of the vegetable beds – To the
west and south of the English
g
garden
g
beds
could be the relocated vegetable plots –
that could also be mixed with flowering
perennials.

The reconstruction of the ditch is proposed
as part off the
h unifying
f
function
f
off a patio
space.
The reconstruction
Th
t ti off th
the upper ttwo thirds
thi d
of the d
ditch with quarried
q a d stone would
d
soften the grade and minimize the hazards
for children and the obstacles to
movement across the property.
p p y

Quarried stone of rough cubes of 50 cm x
50 cm x 50 cm could
ld be
b laid
l d on sand
d and
d
separated by 4 standard bricks laid on their
narrow sides on top of each other. Water
fl
flow
would
ld go above
b
and
d below
b l
the
th bricks
bi k
with the flow aabove the bricks pplaced
a d into
several channels no larger than 6 cm wide
and 10 cm deep.
deep The reconstructed ditch
could best be 4, 5 or 6 cubes wide between
218 cm or 330 cm.

A water feature would be created near the
gazebo, proposed below, either where the
ditch intersects the patio or at the lower
end of the where the stone cubes are
placed
l
– where
h
the
h additionall ditch
h
channel that has been proposed
channel,
proposed, would
begin.

Some ideas for a water feature include
installing
ll
4 cubes,
b adjacent
d
to the
h patio, 6
cm lower to create more of a shallow pond
could then be colonized by the native
willows
ill
that
th t are already
l d presentt – which
hi h
adding
add
g a flowering
g plant
p a that
a could
d grow
g
in
the water. Another idea is to create a
sculptural waterfall,
waterfall combining the quarried
cubes with other stone, at the lower end of
the installed stone – and combining this
with the adjacent gazebo.
gazebo

Digging an additional channel for the lower
third
h d off the
h ditch
d h would
ld hasten
h
the
h
colonization of riparian woodland while
further contributing to creating visual
obstacles
b t l between
b t
the
th main
i partt off the
th
pproperty
p y and
a d the increasingly
a g y busy
y
intersection. This succession would further
contribute to conservation and restoration
of local habitat and landscape
p vernacular –
while providing safe and interesting spaces
for young childhood exploration.
exploration

By creating a second channel, the level of
the
h water would
ld diminish
d
h making
k
this
h
portion of the property less hazardous for
adventurous children. Further to this, the
l
lower
third
thi d off th
the currentt ditch
dit h channel
h
l
could
d be widened
d d by
y 20%.

The placement and design of the gazebo
could
ld be
b linked
l k d to the
h patio and
d / or water
feature. But with such small property that
is already prone to clutter with two underused
d outbuildings
tb ildi
already,
l d the
th gazebo
b
should
d be small
a (with a total
a roof aareaa of
2.5 cm x 2.5 cm), unobtrusive and well
integrated into the patterns of outdoor use.
use

The design recommended would only
involve
l a simple
l rooff supported by
b four
f
posts that could be screwed into hooks
installed in the quarried stone laid for the
reconstructed
t t d dit
ditch.
h There
Th
would
ld be
b no
concrete or wooden
d floor but rather
a
simply
py
grass, stone and / or gravel. The roof could
b st be
best
b one
n dis
discoloured
l r d metal
m tal sheet
sh t shaped
shap d
into an elegant
g
curve.

Two locations for the gazebo could be
viable: in the lower part off the intersection
of the reconstructed ditch and the patio
and where the stones of the reconstructed
d h end
ditch
d at the
h fork
f k off the
h current and
d
proposed channels.

A number of other options emerge such as a
more permanent pavilion,
l
one that
h could
ld
be easily collapsible and only erected in the
warmer months, and a more permanent
gazebo
b with
ith a meshed
h d rooff that
th t could
ld then
th
be overgrown
g
with viney
y roses and
a d grape
g ap
arbours.

A fourth option would be to make the
gazebo posts from
f
West Coast Canadian
driftwood and have them shipped
shipped. Given
the high price of even poor quality wood
in Europe, the
h selection
l
and
d shipping
h
costs for more durable timber, and the
referencing the West Coast Canadian
corbeau
b
as off Ch
Chalet
l tC
Corbeau,
b
th
the
investment might
g be worthwhile.

A maze would add an element of mystery
and fascination
f
making a great
contribution to the lives of both children
and adults. The maze is recommended for
the
h poorly
l used,
d north-eastern
h
side
d off the
h
property and could be constructed with
the dual function of making a visual
b i to
barrier
t th
the rather
th obtrusive
bt i house
h
to
t
the east.
a

The maze would provide a visual barrier with
the
h property to the
h east while
h l being
b
a
better alternative to the impulse to plant
dark conifers which, at the latitude and
t
topography
h off Ch
Chalet
l tC
Corbeau,
b
would
ld
make
a the north-eastern
a
corner of the
property dark and oppressive. In contrast,
the maze could be constructed with a wide
of range
g of (faster-growing)
g
g hedge
g and
tree species again using local material and
supporting local vernacular – and allowing
for more light.

The maze could also pprovide a visual barrier
and slightly larger space for the compost
and even incorporate a sort of purgatorial
compost space into the progression of
passages. This
h additionall composting space
is prudent given the difficulty of find time
and labourers to transport material offsite.
t

The space of the maze would include a
number
b off small
ll sites for
f fascination
f
such
h
as a sun dial and / or an astronomy
platform.
In three to five years, it will be necessary to
have a stronger swing for older children
located on another tree such as one on
the southern part of the property on the
other side of the ditch.
ditch

*(it’s probably going to be a bit messy at times)

recommended sequences of redesign,
reconstruction
t ti & restoration
t ti

The following recommended sequence
reflects some practical realities around
i t ll ti
installation.
For
F example,
l a back-hoe
b k h is
i
necessary
y for the ditch reconstruction but
this equipment could only be used later in
the summer after the ground had dried out.
out
The following work plan is the most rapid
sequence that can be envisioned – and this
would involve 3 years of ongoing work with
designers and contractors.

2004
• fence
f
planting
l
- summer and autumn
2004
• research on local species and landscapes
• research
h on nurseries
i and
d availability
il bilit off
pplanting
a
g material
a a
• choice of local species and planting scheme
• locating
l ating and reserving
r s rving seedlings
s dlings
• pplanting
g focused on the fences along
g the
public road and lane in September and
October 2004

2004 continued
• if there
th
was ti
time and
d plant
l t material
t i l
available begin
g planting
p
g along
g the fence
along the north-east corner of the
property (if not defer until early spring
2005 or autumn 2005)
• development of an overall, site plan for the
entire property at 1:500 and 1:100 scales
by the end of summer 2004
• design off patio and garden beds by the
h end
of the summer 2004

2004 continued

• reconstruct ditch, install stones, widen
already existing channel and dig second
channel by September 2004

2005
• install
i t ll English
E li h garden
d flower
fl
beds
b d in
i the
th
spring
p g of 2005
• relocate the vegetable garden to the edge
off th
the pati
patio ar
areaa in th
the spring off 2005
• install edge
g of patio,
p
prepare
p p the ground
g
and install gravel in the spring and
summer of 2005
• install water feature in the summer and
autumn off 2005
• design the gazebo by autumn of 2005

2006
• construct
t t the
th gazebo
b in the
th winter
t and
d
spring
sp
ing off 2006
• design the maze by the winter of 2006
• select
l t hedge
h d species
i (related
( l t d to
t selection
l ti off
fence species)
p
by
y the winter of 2006
• plant maze hedge seedlings by the spring
of 2006
• design sites of fascination, exploration and
education in spring and summer of 2006

2007
• design
d
sites off fascination,
f
exploration
l
and education in the autumn of 2006 to
the spring of 2007
• identify
id tif any remaining
i i visual
i l gaps in
i the
th
fence aand
d choose and
a d plant
p a more
seedlings in the spring of 2007

2008
•locate, construct and install and sturdier
swing for older children,
swing,
children in the southern
half of the property by the end of the
summer off 2008
•identify
identify remaining gaps in maze ‘walls’
walls and
replant in the autumn of 2008

conclusions
This study outlines a process-based
process based approach
to the redesign and management of a small
property with a growing family
f
l – in a
beautiful village in eastern France under
pressures from suburbanization.

The approach here is in marked contrast to
conventionall ‘one-shot’
h garden design
which, while often generating more
employment for professionals, deemphasizes
h i the
th more iindefinite
d fi it dialogue
di l
between residents-as-ecosystem-managers
d
a
y
a ag
and their neighbours and local landscapes.

This process-based approach is also at odds
with
h the
h pernicious trend
d where
h
overworked professional families feel forced to
‘throw money’ at problems through chain
store,
t
ffranchise
hi and
d web-based
b b d purchases
h
(for pproducts
d
with limited
d relevance,
a , utility
y
and durability).

This process-based approach is more akin to
a series off experiments (as in Ghandi’s
‘experiments
experiments with truth
truth’)) that involve an
array of interacting individuals, social
groups, organisms, bodies
b d off knowledge,
k
l d
and landscape processes over time.

